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Abstract

This consensus statement is the result of a workshop at the SPUMS Annual Scientific Meeting 2014 with representatives of the UK Sports Diving Medical Committee (UKSDMC) present, and subsequent discussions including the entire UKSDMC. Right-to-left shunt across a persistent or patent foramen ovale (PFO) is a risk factor for some types of decompression illness. It was agreed that routine screening for PFO is not currently justifiable, but certain high risk sub-groups can be identified. Divers with a history of cerebral, spinal, inner-ear or cutaneous decompression illness, migraine with aura, a family history of PFO or atrial septal defect and those with other forms of congenital heart disease are considered to be at higher risk. For these individuals, screening should be considered. If screening is undertaken it should be by bubble contrast transthoracic echocardiography with provocative manoeuvres, including Valsalva release and sniffing. Appropriate quality control is important. If a shunt is present, advice should be provided by an experienced diving physician taking into account the clinical context and the size of shunt. Reduction in gas load by limiting depth, repetitive dives and avoiding lifting and straining may all be appropriate. Divers may consider transcatheter device closure of the PFO in order to return to normal diving. If transcatheter PFO closure is undertaken, repeat bubble contrast echocardiography must be performed to confirm adequate reduction or abolition of the right-to-left shunt, and the diver should have stopped taking potent anti-platelet therapy (aspirin is acceptable).
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Introduction

This statement was produced from a workshop held at the 43rd Annual Scientific Meeting of the South Pacific Underwater Medicine Society (SPUMS) on 23 May 2014, and following consultation with the United Kingdom Sport Diving Medical Committee (UKSDMC), two members of which attended the meeting (PW and MT). The statement must be interpreted in consultation with a medical practitioner experienced in diving medicine and will be subject to review based on new evidence becoming available.

The levels of evidence defined for the position statement are those promulgated in the 2015 ACCF/AHA Clinical Practice Guideline Methodology Summit Report:

Ia – Evidence from meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials;
Ib – Evidence from at least one randomized controlled trial;
IIa – Evidence from at least one well designed controlled trial which is not randomized;
IIb – Evidence from at least one well designed experimental trial;
III – Evidence from case, correlation, and comparative studies;
IV – Evidence from a panel of experts.

Each statement is followed by identification of the level of evidence in the literature for that statement and the supporting references.

Statement 1
Routine screening for persistent foramen ovale (PFO) (also referred to as ‘patent’ foramen ovale) at the time of dive medical fitness assessment (either initial or periodic) is not indicated (IV – consensus of SPUMS/UKSDMC).

Statement 2
Consideration should be given to investigating for PFO under any of the following circumstances:
• A history of decompression illness (DCI) with cerebral, spinal, vestibulocochlear or cutaneous manifestations (IIa);2–8
• A current or past history of migraine with aura (IIa);9–15
• A history of cryptogenic stroke (IIa);16,17
• A history of PFO or atrial septal defect (ASD) in a first degree relative (IIa).14,19

Statement 3
If screening for PFO is performed, then the following is recommended:
• That testing is undertaken by centres well practiced in the technique (IV – consensus of SPUMS/UKSDMC);
• The screening must include bubble contrast, ideally combined with trans-thoracic echocardiogram (TTE) because this best facilitates cooperation with provocation manoeuvres. Use of two-dimensional and colour-flow echocardiography without bubble contrast is not adequate (IIa).6,7,20
• The screening must include the use of provocation manoeuvres to promote right-to-left shunt including Valsalva release and sniffing as described in the supporting references (both undertaken when the right atrium is densely opacified by bubble contrast) (IIa).6,7

Statement 4

Interpreting a positive PFO screening result:
• A spontaneous shunt without provocation or a large, provoked shunt is recognized as an unequivocal risk factor for those forms of DCI listed in statement 2 (IIa).6–8
• Smaller shunts are associated with a lower but poorly defined risk of DCI. The significance of minor degrees of shunting needs to be interpreted in the clinical setting that led to testing (IIa).6,8

Statement 5

Following diagnosis of a PFO considered likely to be associated with increased DCI risk, the diver may consider the following options in consultation with a diving physician:
• Stop diving (IV – consensus of SPUMS/UKSDMC);
• Dive more conservatively: There are various strategies that might be employed to reduce the risk of significant venous bubble formation after diving, or the subsequent right-to-left shunt of such bubbles across a PFO. The appropriateness of this approach, and the strategies chosen, need to be considered on an individual basis, and in discussion with a diving medicine expert. Examples include: reducing dive times to well inside accepted no-decompression limits; restricting dive depths to less than 15 metres; performing only one dive per day; use of nitrox with air dive planning tools; intentional lengthening of a safety stop or decompression time at shallow stops; avoidance of heavy exercise and unnecessary lifting or straining for at least three hours after diving (IV – consensus of SPUMS/UKSDMC).
• Close the PFO (III).7,11,21–24

Statement 6

The options outlined in statement 5 require careful consideration of the risks and benefits and the clinical setting that led to screening (IV – consensus of SPUMS/UKSDMC).24

Statement 7

Following closure of a PFO and before returning to diving, the diver requires a repeat bubble contrast echocardiogram demonstrating shunt closure, a minimum of three months after the closure (III).11,21,22,24

Statement 8

Diving should not be resumed until satisfactory closure of the PFO is confirmed, and the dive has ceased potent antiplatelet medication (aspirin is acceptable) (III).11,21,22,24
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